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Models Item code

NXT04 C15W00139

NXT06/08 C15W00140       

NXT10 C15W00141

NXT12/16/20 C15W00142

NXT30/40 C15W00143

NXT60 C15W00144

Models Item code

NXT04 C15007976

NXT06/08 C15007968       

NXT10 C15007972

NXT12/16/20 C15007973

NXT30/40 C15007974

NXT60 C15007975

As a separately sold accessory, the E-next range includes magnetic filter support in RAL 7011 and related filter. This 
accessory comes in handy in demanding applications where frequent servicing is required. The NEN polypropylene 
filter on aluminium frame allows for fast cleaning and the washable filter can be used repeatedly.

NEN-type replacement filter with aluminium frame for E-NEXT range of air conditioners; filter-holding frame not 
included.

* NXT04 polyurethane air filter
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Models Item code

All models C12007176

Models Item code

All models except NXT04 C16W00024

The condensate collection bottle developed by texa industries makes it possible to collect the excess condensate 
from the air conditioner. This accessory is required where no drain is available in the vicinity and you prefer not having 
water sitting at the base of the panel. The bottle is made of plastic and is supplied with anodised aluminium mount.

The 5-metre-long sequence cable lets you interface two E-NEXT air conditioners installed in the same cabinet; the 
two units will communicate with each other thanks to the TX-i40 controller, allowing perfect thermal management of 
the electric cabinet.
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Models Item code

NXT04 C12X00454

NXT06/08 C12X00455       

NXT10 C12X00456

NXT12/16/20 C12X00457

NXT30/40/60 C12X00458

Models Item code Recessed

NXT30/40 C12X00439 170mm

NXT60 C12X00440 150mm       

Diverters installed at the air outlet in the cabinet are an effective way to avoid cold air short circuits in the cabinet. 
These are required when installed components in the electrical cabinet prevent good air circulation. 

Semi-recessed frames available for NXT30/40/60 are ideal to reduce the external footprint of the air conditioner by 
partially recessing it into the cabinet. They are also useful for door installation, to avoid putting excessive strain on 
cabinet hinges.
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